Syllabus

Contact information

Carolin Frueh (pronounced: free), ARMS 3309, cfrueh@purdue.edu

Course Content

The course teaches the basic techniques and concepts relevant to Space Traffic Management (STM) and Space Situational Awareness (SSA) in the near earth realm. from a rigorous engineering perspective.

Starting with the understanding of how measurements are collected and processed, astrodynamics specific to the space around the earth inhabited by the vast majority of all operational satellites. The class introduces the challenges of sparse data per object, initializing orbits without a priori information and how to maintain custody of objects in the highly non-linear fastly changing orbital regime.

At the end of the course the students are equipped with a fundamental matlab tool set to investigate own STM or SSA problems.

Required Course Materials

No book required, course script will be made available on blackboard.
Matlab student version, helpful packages are the statistics and image processing package.

Grading

Grading is based on homework assignments and the final project.

no final exam

Topics to be covered:

1. two line elements and SGP4
2. sensors, CCD response in astrometric observations
3. influence of the optics in astrometric measurements
4. Coordinate systems space fixed: right ascension, declination, geocentric, topocentric
5. Coordinate systems Earth fixed: elevation, azimuth, aberration
6. Coordinate systems: time systems, hour angle computation
7. Coordinate systems: J2000, nutation and precession models simple and complex
8. Initial orbit determination classical methods, Gauss, Herrick Gibbs etc
9. Initial orbit determination modern methods: admissible regions
10. IOD: Admissible regions: connection of two regions
11. first orbit improvement: least squares, introduction linear least squares
12. first orbit improvement: least squares, non-linear least squares
13. first orbit improvement: covariance discussion
14. orbit propagation: spherical expansion of the gravity field and pines implementation
15. orbit propagation: third body effects
16. orbit propagation: SRP and drag
17. 2nd orbit improvement: Kalman filter, introduction linear Kalman Filter
18. 2nd orbit improvement: extended Kalman filter
19. covariance in non-linear dynamics, orbit improvement and orbit propagation
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